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Abstract—Object detection and tracking are challenging prob-
lems in computer vision with many potential applications, such
as traffic monitoring, navigation, and scene understanding. In
this context, in my thesis, I addressed three computer vision
problems: (1) the detection and recognition of flat text objects
in images of real scenes; (2) the tracking of such text objects
in a digital video; and (3) the tracking of an arbitrary three-
dimensional rigid object with known markings in a digital video.
For each problem I developed innovative algorithms, which are
better or at least as accurate and robust as other state-of-
the-art algorithms. Finally, I also created benchmarks (publicly
available) and new metrics for the evaluation of such algorithms.

Keywords-text detection; text region classification; textual in-
dexing in urban scene images; text tracking; tracking of 3D
objects.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Computer vision can be defined as the parsing of digital
images and videos in order to extract symbolic and quanti-
tative information, such as the shape, position and type of
objects that appear in them. Object detection and tracking are
challenging problems in computer vision with many potential
applications, such as traffic monitoring, navigation, and scene
understanding. In my thesis [1], I addressed three computer
vision problems: (1) the detection and classification of flattext
objects in images of real urban scenes; (2) tracking of such
text objects in a digital video; (3) tracking of an arbitrary3D
object with known shape and markings in a digital video.

For each problem I developed innovative algorithms, which
are better or at least as accurate and robust as other state-
of-the-art algorithms. Specifically, for text classification we
developed (and extensively evaluated) a new HOG-based de-
scriptor specialized for Roman script, which we called T-HOG,
and showed its value as a post-filter for an urban scene text
detector (SNOOPERTEXT). We also improved the SNOOPER-
TEXT algorithm by using the multi-scale technique to handle
widely different letter sizes while limiting the sensitivity of
the algorithm to various artifacts. For text tracking, we defined
four increasingly complex general strategies to integratetext

1We would like to thank FAPESP, CNPq, CAPES/COFECUB and Fundação
Araućaria for their financial support. Ph.D. thesis.

detection and tracking algorithms, and we developed a specific
tracker based on a particle-filter which exploits the T-HOG

recognizer. For rigid object tracking we developed a new
accurate and robust algorithm (AFFTRACK) that combines a
feature tracker with an improved camera calibration procedure.
We extensively tested our algorithms on several benchmarks
well-known in the literature. We also created benchmarks
(publicly available) for the evaluation of text detection and
tracking, and rigid object tracking algorithms.

During my Ph.D. I also worked on other detection and
tracking problems which were not included in my thesis due
to space or scope limitation [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10]. The thesis was developed under a joint doctoral program
of Universidade Estadual de Campinas and Université Pierre
et Marie Curie.

II. U RBAN SCENE TEXT DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION

In the first part of the thesis I worked on the detection
and classification of flat text objects in images of real urban
scenes. This work was performed in the context of the iTowns
project [11], a research initiative of UPMC and other French
agencies which aimed to build tools for virtual navigation in
urban environments, similar to Google’s Street View. One of
iTowns’s goals was to automatically extract textual information
from store names and signs visible in photos of building
façades. See Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Result of a search for the query string “sushi” through the iTowns user
interface. The textual information was automatically detected by our system.
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During my stay at UPMC I helped build a text detector
called SNOOPERTEXT [12], [13] to address this goal. See Fig-
ure 2. Specifically, I developed a novel text/non-text classifier
called T-HOG [14], [15].

The SNOOPERTEXT detector initially locates candidate
characters on the images by using image segmentation, and
shape-based character/non-character binary classification. The
candidate characters found, represented by their bounding
boxes, are grouped into candidate text lines by simple geomet-
ric criteria. However, these candidate text lines are proneto
be false positives— background patterns with text-like shape.
Some of them are shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Examples of false positives found by the SNOOPERTEXT in
the character recognition and grouping steps. The false positives are often:
windows, guardrails, cobblestones, etc.

To discard such regions, the candidate text lines are then
validated by the T-HOG-based classifier. The T-HOG descriptor
is a variant of the multi-cellhistogram of oriented gradients
(HOG) texture descriptor developed by Dalal and Triggs [16].

Dalal and Triggs observed that a particular texture can often
be characterized by the distribution of the directions of the
image gradient. Images of humans, for example have different
gradient orientation distributions in the head, torso and leg
regions [16].

This observation is true also for text images. If the texture
consists of simple bi-level shapes (such as Roman letters) then
the orientations of the strongest gradients tell the orientations
of the edges of those shapes. Figure 4 shows the distributions
of edge directions in the top, middle and bottom parts of an
image containing a single-line of text. Note that the gradient
orientations are predominantly 0 (or 180) and 90 (or 270)
degrees, reflecting the predominance of vertical and horizontal
strokes. Note also that the top and bottom parts contain a larger
proportion of horizontal strokes, so that the gradients there are
mostly vertical. The middle part, on the other hand, contains
a larger proportion of vertical strokes and hence of horizontal
gradients. In all three regions there is a small amount of
diagonal strokes, due to letters such as ‘R’ and ‘M’; and to the
rounded parts of letters such as ‘R’, ‘D’, and ‘O’. Finally, note
that opposite directions tend to be equally represented, due to
the fact that the two edges of a letter stroke have opposite
gradients.

To capture the spatial variation of edge orientations, Dalal
and Triggs divided the input sub-image into a rectangular grid
of (possibly overlapping) cells withnx columns andny rows,
which they grouped into2×2 blocks. Within each cell of each
block, they computed a histogram of the gradient directions

Fig. 4. From left to right, the 16-bin HOG descriptors of the top, middle
and bottom parts of a text sub-image. The arrows indicate the contribution of
specific letter strokes to the histogram.

(HOG), withnb bins. In these histograms the gradient direction
of each pixel is weighted by the gradient’s magnitude and by
a Gaussianblock weight mask. Their complete descriptor (R-
HOG) is a vector withnxnynb features that is the concatena-
tion of thesenxny HOGs.

Our T-HOG descriptor differs from the original HOG de-
scriptor in some key details. First we use different methodsto
extract the candidate text region, to normalize it for contrast,
and to compute its gradient image. Secondly, the cell grid
is simplified to a partition into horizontal stripes (i.e. wefix
nx = 1). Instead of overlapping blocks and block weight
functions, in the T-HOG the cells are defined by overlapping
cell weight functions. As a result, all internal cell boundaries
are blurred, unlike those of the original HOG. The T-HOG

scheme, for 3 horizontal stripes, is shown in Figure 5.

With an extensive series of tests, I determined the optimal
arrangement of cells and histogram bins for recognizing text
lines, namely 5 to 7 horizontal stripes with gradual boundaries
and 8 to 10 bins. These tests and results have been published
in a journal article [14].

Another significant improvement that I contributed to the
SNOOPERTEXT detector while at UPMC was the use of multi-
scale processing to handle the wide variation of font sizes
found in the iTowns images. Namely, I applied the basic
SNOOPERTEXT algorithm to several versions of the given
image, with exponentially decreasing sizes. In each version
the detector was programmed to look only for characters with
a bounded size range. Multi-scale processing made SNOOPER-
TEXT more robust because imaging noise and other spurious
details of the characters are automatically suppressed at the
relevant scale; and also more efficient, since the segmentation
of each image uses a structuring element with fixed small size.

With my T-HOG-based text line validation module and
multi-scale processing, the performance of the SNOOPERTEXT

detector became comparable or better than other state-of-the-
art text detectors described in the literature. See table I.
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Fig. 2. (a) A store-front photo from the iTowns collection. (b) Text line regions identified by SNOOPERTEXT. (c) strings extracted from those regions by
an OCR algorithm.

TABLE I
TEXT DETECTION SCORES OFSNOOPERTEXT AND OTHER

STATE-OF-THE-ART TEXT DETECTORS. THE PRECISION(P ), RECALL (R)
AND F -SCORE WERE COMPUTED ACCORDING TO THEICDAR

CHALLENGE 2005MEASURES[17].

Benchmarks Urban scene Detection scores

text detectors

P R F

The (Google) Street SNOOPERTEXT 0.36 0.54 0.43

View Text Dataset [18] Neumann et al. [19] 0.19 0.33 0.26

Epshtein Urban SNOOPERTEXT [14] 0.60 0.51 0.55

Scene Images [20] Epshtein et al. [20] 0.54 0.42 0.47

iTowns [11] SNOOPERTEXT [14] 0.71 0.51 0.59

Yi et al. [21] 0.73 0.67 0.70

Pan et al. [22] 0.67 0.70 0.69

SNOOPERTEXT [14] 0.74 0.63 0.68

Yao et al. [23] 0.69 0.66 0.67

H. Chen et al. [24] 0.73 0.60 0.66

Epshtein et al. [20] 0.73 0.60 0.66

The ICDAR Hinnerk Becker [17] 0.62 0.67 0.64

Challenge Alex Chen [17] 0.60 0.60 0.60

2003-2005 [25] Ashida [17] 0.55 0.46 0.50

HWDavid [17] 0.44 0.46 0.45

Wolf [17] 0.30 0.44 0.36

Qiang Zhu [17] 0.33 0.40 0.36

Jisoo Kim [17] 0.22 0.28 0.25

Nobuo Ezaki [17] 0.18 0.36 0.24

Todoran [17] 0.19 0.18 0.19

III. T EXT TRACKING

In computer vision,tracking means identifying which re-
gions in successive frames of a video correspond to the same
physical object. The automatic identification and trackingof
text in videos is essential in many applications, such as the

automatic indexing of video libraries, construction of street
directories from videos taken by car-mounted cameras, and
identification of vehicles by their license plates. For those
applications, it is not sufficient to apply a text detector
separately to each frame. This simplistic approach ignores
the temporal coherence between video frames, and therefore
it will usually produce thousands of regions with almost,
but not always quite, the same textual information. To avoid
this redundancy, it is necessary totrack each physical text
object across successive frames. In addition, by exploiting
the redundancy between frames, a text tracking algorithm can
often be more accurate than a single-frame text detector in
both precision and recall.

In the second part of my thesis, which I started at UPMC
but developed mostly after my return to UNICAMP, I de-
fined four increasingly complex general strategies (TRACK1–
TRACK4) to integrate text detection and tracking algorithms
(see Figure 6), that cover most of the existing solutions to this
problem. In this part I analyzed the strengths and weaknesses
of these four algorithms, both theoretically and empirically.
The most efficient strategy was used in the SNOOPERTRACK

algorithm that was described in 2011 [26]. SNOOPERTRACK

combined the SNOOPERTEXT detector and a T-HOG-based
particle-filter tracking algorithm. The T-HOG descriptor is used
twice in this tracker: first, as an image region signature, to
evaluate the similarity between the contents of two regions
in successive frames; and, second, as an input to an SVM
classifier to measure how much “text-like” is the contents of
a predicted region.

Another contribution of my thesis to this area was the
definition of special metrics to evaluate the performance oftext
tracking systems. These metrics evaluate a system’s accuracy
based on three aspects:text region detection, the ability to
detect visible text objects in a frame;text object detection, the
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Fig. 5. Computing the T-HOG descriptor for a sample image, with an nx ×

ny = 1× 3 cell grid andnb = 24 histogram bins per cell. The images∇Ix

and ∇Iy are the derivatives of the extracted and normalized sub-imageI.
The imagesθ∇I andρ∇I are the direction and magnitude of the gradient.
The imagesw0, w1 andw2 are the cell weights.

ability to detect text objects somewhere in the video; andtext
object tracking, the ability to identify regions that belong to
the same text object in different frames.

Finally, as part of this work I also created a benchmark of
six videos of urban scenes, with associated XML annotations,
which we hope will be useful to other researchers working on
this problem [27]. An example of a text tracking in an urban
scene is shown in Figure 7.

IV. T RACKING OF 3D OBJECTS

Tracking the motion of rigid objects in tri-dimensional space
is a general video analysis problem with a wide range of
applications, including robotics handling and assembly, vehicle
fleet management and tracking, autonomous navigation, and
augmented reality (the overlay of virtual imagery on real-world
images).

The input data for this problem consists of a digital video, a
list of the features to be tracked, including their placement on
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Fig. 6. Text tracking strategies.

Fig. 7. Example of text tracking in successive frames of a videotaken from
a moving vehicle.

the object, as well as the approximate position of the projection
of each feature in the first frame. The output consists of the
position of the object in space relative to the camera and other
relevant camera parameters (such as zoom factor) for each
frame. In particular, if the tracked object is part of a building
or some other stationary structure, the output is the absolute
position of the camera for each frame. See Figure 8.

In the third part of my thesis, at UNICAMP, I developed
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and tested an algorithm nicknamed AFFTRACK [28]. The goal
of AFFTRACK is to determine the position and pose of a
rigid object in each frame of a video, by following a set of
known flat markers that are affixed to the object at known
positions. AFFTRACK is a synergistic combination of two
main procedures: a multi-scalefeature finderthat locates the
positions of the marks on each frame, and a flexiblecamera
calibrator that computes the camera parameters from those
positions. The calibrated camera parameters for each video
frame are used to predict the position and appearance of
each mark in the next frame. The synergy between those
two modules allows AFFTRACK to recover features after
occlusions of arbitrary duration. See figure 9.

A key aspect of AFFTRACK is the use of aconfidence
weight to express the reliability of each feature on each
frame. This weight initially depends on the quality of the
match obtained by the finder, and is then adjusted iteratively
according to the feature’s positional consistency with the
calibrated model.

AFFTRACK improves on other object trackers described in
the literature, in that it can handle videos with variable zoom
and variable lens distortion; it does not require a completegeo-
metric model of the object; and it does not require the selection
of key frames. In our tests, AFFTRACK was more robust
and accurate than two popular object trackers, the H. Kato’s
ARToolKit [29], and the recursive tracker included in the
OpenCV library [30] followed by R. Willson’s implementation
of Tsai’s camera calibrator [31], [32]. As a byproduct of our
evaluation of AFFTRACK, I also created a benchmark [27] of

eight real and nine computer-generated videos, with accurate
feature positions and camera calibrations provided for each
frame.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In my thesis I worked in three different computer vision
problems and developed novel algorithms which are better
or at least as accurate and robust as other state-of-the-art
algorithms. In my Ph.D. I published 4 international journal
articles, as well as 8 international and 1 national conference
papers, and 3 publicly available annotated video benchmarks.
SNOOPERTEXT and T-HOG are currently being tested in
large collections of university lecture videos1 for automatic
indexing. Another SNOOPERTEXT and SNOOPERTRACK ap-
plication I plan to explore is the use of a cellphone by visually
impaired people to read store names, billboards, street signs,
etc..
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